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Founded in 2011

Located in Zaandam, Holland

25 employees

Over 700 customers in 8 
countries

OBI4wan



Collect millions of messages
on a daily basis 

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, 
Pinterest, LinkedIn, Youtube, 

Google+, news sites, blogs and
fora

Data

Credits image: https://dribbble.com/shots/1233464-24-Free-Flat-Social-Icons



Online- and offline media 
monitoring of messages and 

conversations

Monitor trend development 
regarding your organisation, 

market and competitors!

Online- and offline 
media monitoring



Communicate with your 
customers via the integrated 
WhatsApp and Facebook 
messenger solution.
Measure customer satisfaction 
automatically and use the 
feedback to improve your 
service!

WhatsApp and Facebook 
Messenger



Directly respond via social 
media, 

fora or reviewsites, using one 
efficient tool.

OBI4wan offers an efficient 
workflow, casemanagement 
and integration with several 

systems for an optimal social 
service.

Webcare and online 
customerservice



Publish, schedule and 
measure all your different 
social media campaigns via the  
convenient content calendar.
Share your story via your 
different social media accounts 
to boost traffic, reach and 
engagement.

Social media publishing
And social analytics



Automatically collect 
customer feedback

Integration with 
multiple review 

platforms





Collaberation between
OBI4wan, CWI and LDBC

Started in february 2016

One of the goals of the project 
is to benchmark different graph
database management 
systems

Integrate graph analytics into
the OBI4wan solution

COMMIT project



Realtime graph analytics and
search with fast moving data.

Given a campaign, who are the
influencers?

Which of our followers ask
questions to our competitors?

Graphs

http://www.scribblelive.com/blog/2013/10/30/movie-galaxies-uses-
social-graph-organization-to-visualize-movie-interconnectedness/



MULTI NODE       vs SINGLE NODE 



Titan had trouble loading the
data into its graph format 

MonetDB had trouble
performing the actual graph-
like queries

Virtuoso proved to be stable
even under high data load. 

Spark was not always the
fastest but scaled very well

Benchmark results



Next steps:

1. Building a system for multi-purpose graph analytics using Spark

2. Creating a graph query language for Spark

3. Search and analytics through Spark using the Elasticsearch connector for Spark

4. In the end: Spark only solution




